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Cornish boroughs: in fact, of the forty-two members returnee!
for Cornish boroughs In 1761, no less than six had previously
represented counties, the most Independent of constituencies.1
Had influence been less extensive and the franchise wider,
there Is little reason to suppose that the character of the
Commons would have been materially different.
Nor were the members mere ciphers who could be depended The mem-
on to vote invariably with their leaders. They usually had mere ciphers,
many interests to serve, and they were rarely so completely
dependent on any one, and so fully independent of all others,
as to be able to act merely at the command of their superiors.2
Nor was the member nominated by a patron usually much
worse off than those returned by counties and large boroughs.
Members were expected to follow the wishes of their patrons,
but the submission exacted was often general only: Burke
discovered that members for counties and large boroughs
had to consider the requests of their constituencies at least
as thoroughly as those who represented (t rotten " boroughs.3
Probably the members of eighteenth-century Parliaments
were not less independent than present-day members
controlled bv their party leaders. Moreover, the amount nor are they
J	r      J	controlled by
and the influence of bribery has often been exaggerated, bribery,
In 1754 there were only 124 pensions paid, and of those
eighty-three were paid to women, ten or twelve to male
foreigners, and not more than two to members. No money
was paid out of George II's privy purse in pensions, and
the amount paid out of the Secret Service Account was
small. Between 1754 and 1760 only fourteen or fifteen
members had Secret Service pensions: the amount spent
between 1757-61 affected only twenty-nine members, and
totalled only £49,550. Many of these pensions were con-
tinued after their recipients had left Parliament or had
failed to obtain re-election. In 1761, seventeen peers
received £47,300 in pensions, but they were not borough , ,
owners, and in the whole Secret Service fund " there
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